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ABSTRACT 
In today’s standardised welding codes and at Saab as well, there is no general and complete methodology 

for static and fatigue analysis for plate thicknesses of < 3 mm. In standards such as International Institute 

of Welding and the British Standard Institute, only static and fatigue methods for plate thicknesses ≥ 3 

mm are offered, and in addition they are missing the variety of joint classes, for complex tubular welded 

joints. The objective of this thesis is to qualify and assess available standardised methods for predicting 

static stress and fatigue life in thin-wall welded joints, methods provided by standard institutes of 

welding or methods found in literature surveys. Thus, could a methodology be implemented to provide 

a conservative static- and fatigue life estimation of the tubular welded joints with thicknesses < 3 mm? 

 
The structure that has been analysed is a welded tubular T-joint with a thickness of 0.91 mm. The T-

joint has been modelled in four different models, three shell element models and one solid element 

model. Cumulative damage models were utilised to assess the fatigue life of a welded joint with varying 

amplitude load. In this thesis, the static stress in the weld was obtained by Nominal stress approach and 

Hot Spot stress approach with FEM and analytical stress concentration factors. The resulting Hot Spot 

stress for all three shell models and Solid Model was obtained with FEM, where the Hot Spot stress both 

overestimating and underestimating the Solid Model for five load cases, by extrapolate the stress in to 

the weld toe and weld root. Due to the complexity of the T-joint’s geometry and load, it was found to 

be inappropriate to utilise the Nominal stress approach with FEM.  

 

Given the result, it is recommended to use a thickness correction at the welded area to account for the 

extra stiffness from the weld. When determined the static stress of the shell element model, it both 

overestimate and underestimate the stress in comparison to the Solid Model but its overall performance 

made it very useful as a modelling technique. The analytical method, Hot Spot stress in combination 

with stress concentration factors, underestimated the Solid Model stresses, which only makes it 

applicable as a rough estimation when determining a Hot Spot stress. A modification of S-N-curve 

according to Basquin extrapolation is recommended in the cumulative damage model for fatigue 

analysis of thin-walled welded joints. Since thin-walled welded joint were found to be non-conservative 

for < 106 cycles for both steel and aluminium materials, and it has the best compromise between being 

conservative and easy to implement. 

 
Keywords: Static stress, Fatigue, Nominal stress, Hot Spot stress, Cumulative damage. 
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SAMMANFATTNING 
I dagens svetsstandarder inklusive Saabs beräkningsmetodiker, finns det inte någon generell och 

fullständig metodik för tunnväggig godstjocklek som är < 3 mm. I standarder som International Institute 

of Welding och British Standard Institute erbjuds det endast metodiker för godstjocklekar som är ≥ 3 

mm, dessutom är utbudet av förbandsklasser för rör begränsat. Syftet med detta examensarbete är att 

kvalificera och bedöma tillgängliga metoder för att bestämma statiskt spänning samt livslängden med 

avseende på utmattning, för svetsförband hos tunnväggiga rör, metoder som tillhandahålls av 

standardinstitut för svetsar eller från litteraturundersökningar. Såldes, kan en metodik användas för att 

ge en konservativ estimering av statisk spänning och livslängd för svetsförband med godstjocklek < 3 

mm? 

 

Röret som har analyserats är ett svetsat T-rör med en godstjocklek på 0.91 mm, detta har modellerats i 

fyra olika modeller, tre skalmodeller och en solidmodell. Kumulativa delskademodeller för 

utmattningsanalys användes för att ta fram livslängden för svetsförband med varierande amplitudlast. I 

detta examensarbete togs den statiska spänningen fram med Nominal Stress Approach och Hot Spot 

Stress Approach med FEM och analytiskt med spänningskoncentrationsfaktorer. Resultatet utmynnades 

av en Hot Spot spänning framtagen med FEM för alla tre skalmodeller och Solidmodellen, där 

spänningen både över- och underskattade Solidmodellen för fem olika lastfall, genom att extrapolera 

spänningen framtill svetstån och svetsroten. På grund av rörets geometriska komplexitet och lastbild 

blev det olämpligt att använda Nominal Stress Approach med hjälp av FEM. 

 

Utifrån resultatet så rekommenderas det man gör en tjocklekskorrektion i svetsområdet för att 

kompensera för svetsens styvhet. Vid bestämning av statisk spänning för skalmodellerna, över- och 

underskattades spänningen i förhållande till Solidmodellen men dess generella prestanda gör den till en 

användbar modelleringsteknik. Den analytiska metoden, Hot Spot spänning med hjälp av 

spänningskoncentrationer, underskattade Solidmodellens spänning vilket gjorde metoden lämplig för 

enbart en grov uppskattning av Hot Spot spänning. Modifiering av S-N-kurvor med Basquin 

extrapolering rekommenderas för utmattningsanalysen av tunnväggiga svetsade rör då kurvorna enligt 

studier visar sig vara icke-konservativa för < 106 cykler för både stål och aluminium, dessutom är det 

den bästa kompromissen mellan att vara konservativ och effektiv att implementera. 

 
Nyckelord: Statisk spänning, utmattning, Nominell spänning, Hot Spot spänning, kumulativ delskada. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
CAD Computer Aided Design 

CAE Computer Aided Engineering 

CAFL Constant Amplitude Fatigue Limit 

DNV Det Norske Veritas Germanischer Lloyd SE 

DOF Degrees of Freedom 

FEM Finite Element Method 

HCF High Cycle Fatigue 

IIW International Institute of Welding 

WEF Weld Evaluation using FEM, [1] 

EG Equivalent Goodman 

BE Basquin Extrapolation 

FSW Friction Stir Welded 
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NOTATIONS 
𝜎"# Hot Spot stress 

𝜎$%&'" Total notch stress  

FAT Fatigue-class 

𝑅) Ultimate tensile strength  

𝜎)*)+,-$* Membrane stress 

𝜎+*$./$0 Bending stress 

𝜎$1 Non-linear stress 

𝜎- Amplitude stress 

𝜎) Mean stress 

∆𝜎 Stress range 

R Stress ratio 

n Number of cycles 

N Number of cycles to failure 

𝜎3 Yields strength 

𝜎)-4 Max stress 

𝜎)/$ Min stress 

C Total damage 

a Weld throat thickness 

t Thickness of Brace 

T Thickness of Chord 

d Diameter Brace 

D Diameter Chord 

𝜎5*-6 Max fatigue stress 

𝜎"#789 Hot spot stress at weld toe 

𝜎"#:;<=9 Hot Spot stress at brace 

𝜎> First principal stress  

m, k Slope of S-N-curve 

f(R) Fatigue enhancement factor  

𝜎#'-1* Stress scale factor  

𝐶1%-.	#5*'&,A) Total damage from load spectrum 

𝐶5,*##A,*	#5*'&,A) Total damage from pressure spectrum 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Business area Saab Aeronautics is a part of Saab corporate whom serve the global market with military 

and civil aviation technology. Together they provide long-term service of manned and unmanned 

aircraft and provide continuous development of new and existing products. The most recognised product 

may be the Gripen fighter which is a cost-efficient product with high performance. Today the next 

generation Gripen, the Gripen E combines advanced technology and operational effectiveness with an 

affordable package, where Sweden and Brazil have signed a contract for the development of next 

generation fighter aircraft. Saab and Boeing have also a joint cooperation to develop the new generations 

advanced jet fighter trainer named T-X for the United States Air Force. 2017 Saab Aeronautics had 

3,073 employees and market sale of 7,267 MSEK [2]. 

1.1 Background and problem 
 
In today’s industry, there are a large variety of international standards for fatigue assessment of welded 

joints. Tubular structures have a specific interest, since it is commonly used in the off-shore and aviation 

industry where welds are unavoidable. Welding is a method of a sculptural process of joining metallic 

parts together through application of heat [3]. Welds can often be categorised into the two most 

standardised joints; fillet weld and butt weld, illustrated in Figure 1.   

 
Figure 1. The two most common welds, the fillet weld and butt weld. 

 
Most standards such as IIW and DNV, provides a broad description of the fatigue problems in welded 

designs. However, thin-walled welded designs < 3 mm are not covered in the standards which raise a 

question of how thin tubular joints should be analysed with respect to static load and fatigue. [4], [5, p. 

32]. Thin-walled structures are widely used in aviation industry where low weight is of large importance. 

1.2 Project objective and scope 
The objective of this thesis is to qualify and assess available methods provided by standard institutes 

and literature surveys, to predict static stress and fatigue life in thin-walled tubular welded joints. Given 
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the problem description addressed in Background and problem, there are doubts how the fatigue life 

should be estimated for thin plate thickness, IIW does only provide recommendations for ≥ 3 mm plate 

thickness. The project ambition is to address established fatigue assessment methods of welded joints 

by local and nominal approaches, with aid of stress concentration factors and Finite Element Methods, 

and then utilise it for thin-walled tubular welded joints.  

 
This thesis aims to answer if methods such as Hot Spot and Nominal stress approach can be utilised to 

determine the static stress in thin-walled welded tubular joints. And, could any of the methods addressed, 

provide a conservative fatigue life estimation of the welded joints with thicknesses < 3 mm.  

 
Cumulative damage models will be introduced in order to account for variable amplitude loading in 

fatigue, together with modification of S-N-curves for welded joints. Finally, this thesis shall offer a 

comprehensive methodology which can be utilised to determine static and fatigue life of welded joint in 

thin-walled tubes. 

1.3 Delimitations 
This thesis will not consider heat-induced residual stress from welding nor metallurgical and weld-

affected zones. The geometry studied was a thin-walled tubular joint which assumes no misalignments 

or non-homogenous parts. Weld geometry features which could influence the fatigue life, see Figure 2 

were not considered, for a simplified weld geometry given in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 2. Parameters of the weld geometry which were neglected in this thesis; a* - fillet size, h – 

depth of undercut, i – weld penetration, ρ – weld toe radius, a0 – cold lap length, and α – weld angle 
[6, p. 8].  

 

Multiaxial fatigue was not to be considered in this thesis, hence the first principal stress will make the 

basis of static and fatigue analyses. The influence of defects on the fatigue life and the structural integrity 

of welded components has only been considered. 
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2 RELATED WORK 
 

Fatigue experiments addressing the Nominal, Hot Spot, and Effective Notch stress approach, to analyse 

the fatigue strength of welded structures made of wrought aluminium alloys, shows that existing guide 

lines from IIW are sometimes designed very conservatively. Fatigue experiments were carried out on 

nine different welded joints from 0.375 to 8 mm sheets thicknesses. By assessing IIW welding design 

codes the test result leads to a non-conservative assessment of N < 106 cycles. Hot Spot stress approach 

was proven to be possible to assess welded designs when using linearized extrapolation to the weld root 

[7].  

 

Another work [8], studied welded components of sheet thickness from 1 to 20 mm, which were analysed 

with Nominal, Hot Spot, and Effective Notch stress approach, to assess their applicability and quality 

based on experiments and FEM simulations. The Effective Notch stress approach utilised three notch 

radii; 0.05, 0.3, and 1 mm to account for thin sheet thicknesses. Given the results in the paper, some 

conclusions could be observed; a greater deviation of scatter band from fatigue experiments were found 

when the thickness decreased. The paper argues that it is not possible to conservatively evaluate the test 

results of N < 106 cycles, using IIW recommendations. Assessing the Hot Spot stress by a linearization 

of the surface stress into the weld toe and weld root was proven possible for all welded joints, but in 

some cases, it might lead to a non-conservative estimation. 

 

A study which address the fatigue strength of Friction Stir Welded (FSW) overlap and butt weld 

aluminium joints from 1.6 to 5 mm thickness. For thin-walled structures < 3 mm a reference radius of 

0.05 mm was utilised. The study was performed with FEM simulations and verified with fatigue 

experiments. It could be observed from the experiments that the recommendations from IIW and 

Eurocode 9 could lead to a non-conservative estimation for N < 106 cycles. The paper suggests a 

shallower slope in the design S-N-curve where the Effective Notch stress approach method can account 

for the local weld geometries and their effect on the fatigue life [9]. 
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3 THEORY OF STATIC AND FATIGUE ASSESSMENT OF 
WELDED STRUCTURES 

3.1 Nominal stress approach 
Nominal stress approach is a classic and straight forward method to evaluate the fatigue life of welded 

joints, by that assuming the stress in the weld is equal to the stress “far” away from the welded joint. 

The nominal stress can be calculated by handbook methods if the geometry is simple, namely shells, 

beams plates, truss members and so on. On the other hand, if the geometry or the load case is too 

complex, the nominal stress can be obtained, with satisfying result, by using FEM if the following 

criteria are met [1, p. 74]: 

 
• Nominal stresses are well defined and not influenced by too many macro-geometric factors, 

such as intersecting plates or reinforcing plates. 

• The joint type and load case must fall into one of the fatigue classes that have been developed 

for nominal stresses.  

• The structure must be free from defects or misalignments that fall outside the limits for the 

chosen fatigue class.  

 
However, the Nominal stress approach according to the standard institute, such as IIW, Eurocode 3 ENV 

1993-1-1 etc., does not support a methodology for thin-walled welded structures < 3 mm. 

3.2  Structural Hot Spot stress approach 
The structural Hot Spot method is an evaluation method to determine geometric stresses. It was 

developed in the 1970’s. The method was mainly intended for the offshore industry, where it has been 

used to determine the fatigue life of welded tubular joints at the weld toe. Later on, the structural Hot 

Spot method has been adopted to other welded joints, and is now included as an alternative evaluation 

method in some norms, such as Eurocode 3 ENV 1993-1-1 and British Standard BS 7608:1993 that 

handles plate thickness ≥ 3 mm [1, p. 96]. The Hot Spot method account for fracture at the weld toe, 

however, for fracture at the weld root, other methods such as Effective Notch method has to be utilised, 

which here is referred to Weld evaluation using FEM [1, p. 128]. 
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Figure 3.  Stress distribution through the plate thickness around the weld toe, where 𝜎"#	is the Hot 

Spot stress, 𝜎$%&'"	is the Notch Stress and  𝜎$	is the nominal stress. 
 

The structural Hot Spot stress, also known as the geometric stress, includes all the stress concentration 

effects except the non-linear stress peak caused by the singular point at the weld toe, see Figure 3, [1, p. 

32]. Only the membrane and the shell-bending stresses are considered in the Hot Spot stress method, 

see equation (1), 

 𝜎"# = 𝜎) + 𝜎+ (1) 
 
thus, the non-linear stress peak illustrated in Figure 4 is excluded with the Hot Spot method. 

  

 
Locally at the weld toe, the non-linear stress distribution is present due to the weld’s local geometry. 

The area where the stresses are affected by the weld geometry is expected to be within a radius of 0.3 ∙ 𝑡 

to 0.4 ∙ 𝑡 from the weld toe, where t is the thickness of the plate [1, p. 97]. 

𝜎$%&'"         =              𝜎)       +        𝜎+ 								+          𝜎$1
  

Figure 4. Total notch 𝜎$%&'"  stress through the plate thickness, where 𝜎)	is the 
membrane stress, 𝜎+	is the bending stress and 𝜎$1 	is the non-linear stress. 
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There are two ways to obtain the Hot Spot stress, one is with the help of finite element method to 

extrapolate the Hot Spot Stress, and the other one is to calculate the Hot Spot stress by using geometric 

stress concentration factor, if it is available for the current structure [1, p. 32]. 

 

 Hot spot stress by FE analysis 
The Hot Spot stress method is suitable in cases where there is no well-defined nominal stress due to 

complex geometric effects, where the joint in question cannot be compared with a classified joint and if 

there are eccentricities or angular misalignment so large that nominal stresses no longer applies. The 

method however, has some limitations such as it is only suitable to evaluate cracks at the weld toe. 

Another limitation is that the stress being evaluated needs to be perpendicular to the weld. It can also be 

mentioned that the method has high requirements on the element density [1, p. 97]. 

 
The Hot Spot stress is obtained by linear extrapolating the stresses into the weld toe from suitable 

extrapolation points. The recommended extrapolation points according to WEF are 𝑠> = 0.4 ∙ 𝑡 and 𝑠K =

1 ∙ 𝑡 from the weld toe see Figure 5 [1, p. 97].  

 

 
 
 

 
However, DNV recommends for tubular joints, six unique extrapolation points to be evaluated to obtain 

the Hot Spot stress by linear extrapolation, see Figure 6, where the distances a and b are defined in Table 

1, [5, p. 58]. 

t 

Geometric 
stress 

Total stress 

F F Hot 
Spot 

𝑠>			𝑠K 

Figure 5. Evaluation points S1 and S2 from weld toe for linear 
extrapolation. 
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Figure 6. Figure from DNV showing extrapolation points on the T-joint [5, p. 58]. 

 
Table 1. Distances a and b according to DNV. 

 
According to Fatigue Assessments of Welded Joints by Local Approaches, other extrapolations points 

may be found from other standards which here is referred to that the specific literature [10]. 

 

 Hot Spot stress by stress concentration factors  
High stresses may occur in frameworks of hollow sections due to bending. According to IIW, stresses 

can be assessed on the basis of structural stress concentration factors of hollow circular and square shape 

joints [11]. According to DNV the stresses in tubular joints due to Brace loads are calculated at eight 

points along the circumferential Brace-to-Chord intersection, see Figure 8. The Hot Spot stress at these 

eight points are derived by summation of the single stress components from axial, in-plane and out-of-

plane action, see Figure 7, [5, p. 42]. 

  
Along Brace surface 

normal to the weld toe 
crown & saddle position 

 
Along Chord surface 

normal to the weld toe 
crown position 

 
Along Chord surface 

normal to the weld toe 
saddle position 

 
𝑎 = 

 
0.2 𝑟 ∙ 𝑡 

 
0.2 𝑟 ∙ 𝑡 

 
0.2 𝑟 ∙ 𝑡 

 
𝑏 = 

 
0.65 𝑟 ∙ 𝑡 

 
0.4 𝑟 ∙ 𝑡 ∙ 𝑅 ∙ 𝑇T  

 

2𝜋𝑅
5
360

=
𝜋 ∙ 𝑅
36

 

Chord 

Brace 
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Figure 7. Geometrical definitions for tubular joints. 

 
 

𝛽 =
𝑑
𝐷
,														𝛼 =

2𝐿
𝐷
,														𝛾 =

𝐷
2𝑇

,														𝜏 =
𝑡
𝑇
	 

(2) 

 
The parameters from equation (2) must to fulfil the range defined in Table 2 in order to continue with 

elemental cases from DNV. The topic of Hot Spot stress by stress concentration factors is treated more 

in detail in Fatigue design of offshore steel structures, [5, pp. 118-119]. 

 
Table 2. Validity range. 
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Figure 8. Eight points along the circumferential to evaluate the Hot Spot stress with stress 

concentration factors. 
 

 Welded joints in shell element models 
If a body, limited by two surfaces, has a thickness much smaller than their characteristic length it may 

be called shell. In this study, thin tubular structures are analysed, which makes it suitable to model the 

tube with shell elements. However, in order to account for the stiffness due to the weld, different 

modelling techniques were utilised according to WEF [1, pp. 142-181]. The aim is to assess which model 

that best represent the stiffness of the weld compared to a solid element model, but also which method 

that yields a conservative result with a simple modelling technique. Both Nominal and Hot Spot stress 

approach will be utilised for the shell element and solid element models.  

 

 Welded joints in solid element models 
A solid element model was introduced as a comparison to the shell element models. The Solid Model 

will be used as a bench-mark to assess the accuracy of the shell models. The strength of modelling with 

solid elements is that it can fully represent the stiffness of the weld, and it can be used for both Nominal 

and Hot Spot stress approaches.  

3.3 Fatigue 
Fatigue is a phenomenon concerned with the evolution of permanent damage under cyclic deformation 

and associated with nucleation of a fatigue crack. Continuum mechanics are often used to calculate the 

total fatigue life for applied amplitude stress and mean stress. The fatigue life of a component is defined 

as the total life cycles to introduce fatigue damage and to initiate dominant cracks which will propagate 

to final fracture [12, p. 126]. Fatigue behaviour can briefly be categorised in to three different stages 

[12, p. 9]:  

• Crack initiation – nucleation of permanent damage, micro cracks starts to initiate. 

• Propagating – growth and coalescence of dominant cracks, stable propagation of the dominant 

micro cracks. 

• Final failure – failure due to crack length is so large it cannot withhold the load.  
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For welded structures it can already be assumed that the initialising stage is already fulfilled since all 

welded materials have micro cracks and crack-like slag inclusions in the heat-affected zone. Hence, for 

evaluating the fatigue life the propagating and final failure stage are only of interest [1, p. 20]. 

 

The following chapters will address the basics of the classic fatigue concept, S-N-curve for welded 

joints, the mean stress dependency on fatigue life, and how an equivalent amplitude stress and 

extrapolation of S-N-curves can be utilised for variable amplitude spectrum in a cumulative damage 

model. High cycle fatigue for more than 104 cycles will only be considered for this fatigue analysis. 

 

 The fatigue concept 
In the classical fatigue concept that has its beginning from middle of the nineteenth century, there is no 

distinction between crack growth initiation and crack growth propagation. The loading quantities are 

introduced in Figure 9, where it is usually assumed a sinusoidal time varying stress and constant 

amplitude. For a cyclic loading the stress can be divided into an amplitude stress and a mean stress 

according to equation (3) and (4): 

 
 𝜎- =

𝜎)-4 − 𝜎)/$
2

 

 

(3) 

 𝜎) =
𝜎)-4 + 𝜎)/$

2
 

 

(4) 

where the stress range is defined as 

 							∆𝜎 = 𝜎)-4 − 𝜎)/$, (5) 
 
and the stress ratio is defined as 

 𝑅 =
𝜎)/$
𝜎)-4

. (6) 

 

 
Figure 9.  Definition of stress quantities. 
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When determining fatigue strength of a material, a constant amplitude stress and zero mean stress are 

normally utilised, see Figure 10. For most structures mean stress is often present in the cyclic loading, 

which is addressed in chapter 3.3.4 on page 15.  

 
Figure 10. Alternating and pulsating stresses, mean stress is present in the pulsating cyclic load.  

 

 S-N-curve and FAT-classes 
Standardised test methods to determine fatigue parameters can e.g. be found in the Handbook of Solid 

Mechanics [13, pp. 286-288]. Based on the results, the stress amplitude for alternating loading (R = -1) 

is plotted versus number of cycles to failure, see Figure 11. 𝜎A is the endurance limit, in which the 

material does not exhibit fatigue, for example 𝜎A is about 35-50% of the ultimate tensile strength for 

most steel and copper alloys. Most of the high strength steel and aluminium alloys, which does not 

strain-age-harden, do not exhibit a fatigue limit. The endurance limit is often chosen to the equivalent 

stress for 107 cycles if the specimen can extend that limit [12, pp. 126-134].  

 
Figure 11. S-N-curve for alternating amplitude stress. 

 

In Figure 11, a linear trend can be observed for stresses above the endurance limit. Its mathematic 

description is also known as the Basquin equation. The resulting expression relating the stress amplitude 

𝜎- and number of loads to failure N is 

 
	

𝜎- = 	
𝐶
𝑁
	
>/6

, 
(7) 
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where C is a constant and k is an exponent. 

 

S-N-curves for welded joints are based on development of different design codes from international 

efforts, where welded joints are commonly classified into different S-N-curves depending on the 

geometry, material, and direction of stress range for constant amplitude loading, see Figure 12, [14, pp. 

545-548]. Each weld configuration is characterised by a severity based on a large number of fatigue test 

series for each class that yields average S-N-curves. A set of classifications, also knowns as Fatigue-

classes (FAT) from IIW, [15, pp. 42-45], is the equivalent fatigue strength in MPa at 2 ∙ 10acycles. The 

slope in the S-N-curves are commonly denoted m and the constant amplitude fatigue limit (CAFL) or 

knee point is assumed to be equal to 107 or 108 cycles dependent on normal or shear stresses.  

 
Figure 12. S-N-curves categorised in FAT-classes for normal stresses [15, pp. 42-45]. 

 

The fatigue life for constant amplitude S-N-curve can be calculated as 

	
𝑁 = 2 ∙ 10a 	

𝐹𝐴𝑇
∆𝜎

	
)

, 
(8) 

where N is cycles to failure and FAT is the fatigue strength at 2 ∙ 10a cycles. The S-N-curves are based 

on experiments which incorporate following effects: 

• Structural Hot Spot stress concentrations  

• Local stress concentrations due to the weld geometry 

• Loading direction 

• Residual stresses 

• Metallurgical conditions 

• Imperfections or defects 
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which were neglected in static analyses. IIW’s convention is assumed to have an endurance limit at the 

knee point at 107 cycles, however, for HCF IIW argues a CAFL does not exist, and S-N-curve should 

continue with a 10% slope in terms of the stress range.  

 

Structural details are often assessed by the maximum principal stress range, however, shear loaded 

details with maximum shear stress range can also be considered from separate S-N-curves. When 

choosing S-N-curves of welded joints, it has to be ensured that the correct structural joint is used [15, 

pp. 42-45]. If shear and normal stress occur simultaneously; the effect they combine together must be 

considered, which is further addressed in [16, pp. 91-92].   

 

S-N-curves for structural Hot Spot stress approach is expressed in the same way as equation (8). When 

FAT-classes are considered; it refers to the Hot Spot stress range	∆𝜎"#, which is the substitute of nominal 

stress ∆𝜎 [16, pp. 39-42].  

 

IIW recommend using first principal stress perpendicular to the weld toe, or within	±60°, from the 

normal of the toe, see Figure 13. If the first principal stress is outside the range, the perpendicular stress 

𝜎f or	𝜎K, whichever is largest range should be chosen [16, p. 8] for the fatigue analysis. 

 
Figure 13. Determine of stress component for the fatigue analysis if both first and second principal 

stresses are tensile. 

 Survey of thin sheet welded joints experiments 
IIW’s recommendations for sheet thickness < 3 mm does not apply for Nominal and Hot Spot stress 

approaches. However, a study with fatigue experiments addressing different types of welded joints made 

of wrought aluminium alloys for sheet thickness from 0.375 to 4 mm, were assessed with Nominal and 

Hot Spot stress approach. FAT-class 36 [15, p. 78] was chosen for all the welded joints for the Hot Spot 

stress approach where the two dashed lines in Figure 14, have a fatigue enhancement factor f(R). 
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According to recommendations from IIW, the fatigue enhancement factor depends on the level and 

direction of residual stresses [15, pp. 81-82]. A conservative estimation was observed with the IIW 

classified joint without mean stress correction.  

 
Figure 14. Results of fatigue experiments of wrought aluminium with Structural Hot Spot stress 

approach for sheet thickness 0.375 to 4 mm. A conservative observation can be observed for FAT-
class 36 [7, p. 6].  

 
All the test results evaluated with the Nominal stress approach led to a conservative estimation. Both 

methods with IIW recommendations offers are very conservative for high cycle fatigue, however, for 

some cases they might lead to a non-conservative estimation for cycles <106. For the Hot Spot method, 

it is recommended to extrapolate into the weld root to obtain a conservative result [7]. 

 
Another study was performed on 20 different test series of steel welded joints with sheet thicknesses 

from 1 to 20 mm. The structural Hot Spot stress was obtained by linearization according to IIW 

recommendations, but extrapolated into the weld root. The fatigue experiment with Hot Spot stress 

normalised with the FAT-class is shown in Figure 15, where first a conservative estimation can be 

assessed in the cycle range above 106 cycles. The study also evaluated the Nominal stress approach, 

which yield a conservative estimation above 106 cycles. 
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Figure 15. Results of fatigue experiments of steel with structural Hot Spot and Nominal stress 

approach for sheet thickness 1 to 20 mm. A conservative estimation can be assessed for > 106 cycles. 
 

Different slopes were observed for all the test series, where the deviation of the test result increased with 

a thinner sheet thickness. Thus, the study had a non-conservative estimation for cycles < 106, by using 

recommendations from IIW for the joint class. When utilising the Hot Spot stress approach, it is 

recommended to extrapolate the surface stress into the weld root due to an underestimation of the stress 

might lead to a non-conservative fatigue assessment [8].   

 

 Mean stress effect on fatigue life  
From previous chapter, the fatigue life of amplitude load with zero mean stress was presented but it is 

well known that many applications have non-zero mean stress. Mean stress has an important role of 

influencing the fatigue behaviour of the structure and especially the life to failure. If the stress amplitude, 

from uniaxial fatigue test is plotted in a S-N-curve, a strong dependency of applied mean stress is 

illustrated, see Figure 16. Four different mean stress levels	𝜎),>,	𝜎),K, 𝜎),g and, 𝜎),h for metallic 

materials indicate a decreasing fatigue life for increasing mean stress value [12, pp. 126-134]. 

 
Figure 16. Mean stress have an influencing fatigue behaviour for a uniaxial fatigue test. 
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Mean stress effect can also be visualised in amplitude-mean stress diagram given in Figure 17. Three 

different equations are plotted; Soderberg, Goodman, and, Gerber relations given in equation (9) to (11), 

[17]. 

 
Figure 17. Mean-Amplitude stress diagram of three different models; Gerber, Goodman, and 

Soderberg relation. 
 

The symbolic expression for Soderberg relation yields 

 
𝜎- = 	𝜎A 1 −

𝜎)
𝜎3

, 
(9) 

the Goodman relation is 

 𝜎- = 	𝜎A 1 −
𝜎)
𝑅)

, (10) 

and finally the Gerber relation 

 
𝜎- = 	𝜎A 1 −

𝜎)
𝑅)

K
, 

 

(11) 

where 𝜎A	is the endurance fatigue limit for alternating loading (𝜎) = 0	and R = -1), 𝑅) is the ultimate 

tensile strength of the material and 𝜎3 is the tensile yields strength. These models quantify the interaction 

between amplitude and mean stress on the fatigue life. If the amplitude and mean stress is below the 

specified curve, infinite fatigue life is expected according to each model. 

 

A rule of thumb can be made on the foregoing models for the effect of mean stress on fatigue life. 

Soderberg’s relation is the most conservative, which is suitable for most engineering alloys. Goodman’s 

relation is a model which matches experiments for brittle metals, and Gerber’s relation is suitable for 

ductile alloys [12, pp. 126-134].  
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 The equivalent amplitude stress in fatigue analysis 
The idea of equivalent amplitude stress is to find out the number of cycles to failure 𝑁	for loads 

𝑅 ≠ −1,	in situations where the test data are only provided for values 𝑅 = −1. In this section, a brief 

description of this process will follow [18]. 

 

With the S-N test data provided for	𝑅 = −1	and Rm for the material, it is possible to obtain S-N-curves 

for other 𝑅 ≠ −1	values for the same material, by assuming a Goodman and S-N-curves dependency. 

In Figure 18, the S-N-curve for 𝑅 = −0.5 is obtained by the intersection of the curve 𝑅 = −0.5, curve 

1 and curve 2 in the Goodman diagram, this intersection will give two points 1∗	and 2∗ that gives the 

initial and threshold amplitudes 𝜎-/(lmno.p) and 𝜎-&(lmno.p) in the S-N diagram. Here 𝜎-/	is the initial 

amplitude stress to obtain fracture at Ni cycles and 𝜎-&	is the threshold amplitude to obtain fracture at Nt 

cycles. 

 

 
Figure 18. Goodman and S-N-curves dependency, where the S-N-curve for 𝑅 = −0.5 is obtained 

through the Goodman relation. 
 

After obtaining the S-N-curve for	𝑅 ≠ −1, it is now possible to obtain the equivalent stress amplitude 

𝜎-*(lmnr)	of any arbitrary stress amplitude 𝜎-(lsnr). In Figure 19, 𝜎-(lmno.p)gives the working point in 

the Goodman diagram, a straight line is drawn between the working point and Rm, which gives curve 3 

also known as the Goodman relation. Point 3∗ is then projected to the S-N-curve, and 𝜎-*(lmnr)	is 

obtained.  
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Figure 19. S-N-curves and Goodman diagrams dependency which is utilised to calculate an equivalent 

stress amplitude. 
 
The Goodman relation yields 

 𝜎-(lsnr) = 	 𝜎-*(lmnr) 1 −
𝜎)
𝑅)

. 

 

(12) 

If equations (3), (4) and (6) are inserted into equation (12) and solved for the equivalent stress, 𝜎-*(lmnr) 

yields 

 
𝜎-*(lmnr) =

1
2 𝜎)-4 lsnr −𝑅 − 1 + 𝜎)-4(lsnr)

1 − 1
2 (𝑅 + 1)

𝜎)-4(lsnr)
𝑅)

. 
(13) 

 

To determine cycles to failure for the equivalent stress amplitude	𝜎-*(lmnr), can be derived by a simple 

extrapolation between the lines 𝜎-/(lmnr) and	𝜎-&(lmnr), thus 

 

𝑁 = 10

1%0 t<9 lmnr 1%0 uv w1%0 t<9 lmnr 1%0	(u7)x1%0 t<v lmnr 1%0 u7 w1%0 t<7 lmnr 1%0 uv 	

1%0 t<v lmnr w1%0	(t<7 lmnr )  
 

(14) 

 

where N is the equivalent cycles to failure. For a longer description see reference [18]. Hereby, the 

method described will be named Equivalent Goodman in this thesis. 

 Cumulative damage for variable amplitude loading  
For a constant amplitude fatigue loading, the number of cycles to failure can be derived directly in the 

S-N-curve. In reality components are subjected to varying cyclic stress amplitudes, mean stress and 

loading frequencies. For a loading sequence consisting of various blocks of different stress amplitudes 
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given in Figure 20, the total fatigue damage can be calculated with Palmgren-Miner’s hypothesis for 

cumulative damage.  

 

 
Figure 20. Load Spectrum for different stress sequences. 

 

The damage accumulated for each stress level is assumed to be independent of change in the material 

of the previous load sequence. The damage of one stress sequence can then be derived as [1, pp. 26-27], 

 𝐶/ =
𝑛/
𝑁/

 (15)  

where ni is the number of cycles for stress sequence 𝜎/ and Ni is the cycles to failure for that stress 

amplitude. The total damage for a whole spectrum is a summation of each damage, thus 

 
𝐶 = 	

𝑛/
𝑁/

z

/{>

. 

 

(16) 

According to Palmgren-Miners failure is derived when the maximum damage is equal to one, hence 

 
𝐶 =

𝑛/
𝑁/

z

/{>

= 1. 
(17) 

Though, dependent on convention different maximum damage varies between 0.5 – 1.0 are used [1, pp. 

26-27]. 

 

 Extrapolation of S-N-curves for variable amplitude loading 
As pointed out in chapter 3.3.4 on page 15, increased mean stress causes a reduction in fatigue life. By 

assuming a variable amplitude spectrum, raise doubts of what S-N-curves should be utilised for damage 

assessment for welded joints. Load cycles with amplitudes below the endurance limit of welded joints 

may still contribute to the Palmgren-Miner summation. Fatigue cracks always exist in welded structures 

which were addressed in chapter 3.3 on page 9. Stresses below the endurance limit has an important role 

in the fatigue life and crack growth, which can be initiated by cycles with amplitudes above the 

endurance limit [14, p. 551]. Even if the stress range in the load spectrum is below the endurance limit, 

hence it must be included in the damage calculation, relating welded joints [15, pp. 109-110]. 
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Extrapolation of S-N-curves below the endurance limit for variable amplitude loading of damage 

calculation with Palmgren-Miner rule procedure, should be applied as a comparison of the mean stress 

problem with Equivalent Goodman in chapter 3.3.5 on page 17. Fatigue of Structures and Materials 

argues it is possible to extrapolate the Basquin relation to assign damage increments to cycles below the 

endurance limit, which is illustrated in Figure 21, [14, pp. 312-316]. 

 
Figure 21. Extrapolation of S-N-curve for variable amplitude spectrum with Basquin relation and IIW 

extrapolation. 
 

Another proposition made by IIW, [15, pp. 108-113], and British Standard, [19], is to extrapolate the S-

N-curve with a shallower slope of 2k − 1 beyond the knee point where both methods are addressed in 

Fatigue of Structures and Materials [14, p. 551]. Both Basquin and IIW modified S-N-curve are more 

conservative than the original Palmgren-Miner damage model, where the Basquin is the most 

conservative. 
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4 METHOD (FE MODELLING AND ANALYSIS) 
The software used for the FE analysis was HyperMesh as pre-processor, Abaqus as a solver and 

HyperView as post-processing [20], [21] .  

4.1 Geometry description 
The tube analysed for this report is a standardised T-joint shown in Figure 22 with dimensions defined 

in Table 3. 

 
Figure 22. Geometry of T-joint and definition of right and left side of the tube. 

 
Table 3. Geometry of the T-joint. 

Description  Notation Length (mm) 
Diameter Chord D 50.8 
Diameter Brace d 30.1 
Thickness Chord T 0.9144 
Thickness Brace t 0.9144 
Throat thickness a 0.9144 
Length Chord L 82.465 
Height Brace h 40.778 

 

The weld is assumed to build a 45 ° angle with the T-joint at crown position according to Figure 23 and 

Saddle position has an angle of 71.8 ° due to the geometry of the Brace and Chord. 
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Figure 23. Illustration of the welded zone and throat thickness of the T-joint in crown position. 

 

4.2 Mesh 
In this section a short description of the meshing technique for the geometry will follow; first three mesh 

models with shell elements, addressing for Model 1, Model 2 and Model 3, then a secondly a model 

with solid elements, named Solid Model. Meshing the geometry was accomplished following 

recommendations and guidelines from WEF and DNV, which includes recommendations of the element 

size, element type and element shape, [5, p. 59], [1, p. 50]. A thorough description of the meshing 

procedure can be found in Appendix 9.1.  

 

 Shell elements 
Three shell element models were introduced in order to account for the stiffness of the weld. For all the 

shell element models, second order element type S8R was utilised, which is recommended for high 

stress gradients. All the models had the same mesh size of &∙-
K

   around the weld zone.  Model 1 without 

modelling the weld can be illustrated in Figure 24. 

 

 
Figure 24. Shell element Model 1 without accounting for the stiffness of the weld. 
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Shell element Model 2 utilise oblique elements in order to introduce stiffness due to the weld, see Figure 

25. 

 
Figure 25. Model 2 with oblique shell element to introduce stiffness at the weld. 

 
Finally, Model 3 in Figure 26, had a thickness correction where the element thickness at the green area 
was set to t + a. 

 
Figure 26. Model 3: thickness correction of t + a at the weld area to account for the weld stiffness. 

 

 Solid elements 
The solid element model was modelled with second order solid brick elements C3D20R. The mesh size 

was set to 𝑎𝑡/2 throughout the geometry, which is illustrated in Figure 27.   
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Figure 27. Solid element model of the T-joint. 

4.3 Material, boundary conditions, and load cases 
The material properties chosen for the geometry, had a Young’s modulus value 𝐸 = 68	𝐺𝑃𝑎,	Poisson 

number	𝜐 = 0.3 and 𝑅) = 350	𝑀𝑃𝑎. The boundary conditions were set on the ends of the Chord of the 

geometry, see Figure 28. 

 

The left end of the Chord, was set to be locked in all six degrees of freedom, while the right end was 

simply supported in the YZ-plane, this was done by using kinematic couplings at each end. 

The external load was applied on top of the Brace with a kinematic coupling see Figure 48 in Appendix 

9.2. The load chosen are arbitrary for this geometry, considered its dimension and application, see Table 

Figure 28. The boundary conditions for the T-joint. Fix supported on the left end while 
simple support on the right end. 
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4. The pressure was applied on the inside of the T-joint. A thorough description of the boundary 

conditions can be found in Appendix 9.2 Boundary conditions. 

Table 4. Load cases for the T-joint. 

Load cases FX [N] FY [N] P [kPa] 
 

Case 1 
 

200 
 

0 
 

250 

 
Case 2 

 
200 

 
0 

 
0 

 
Case 3 

 
0 

 
200 

 
250 

 
Case 4 

 
0  

 
200 

 
0 

 
Case 5 

 
0 

 
0 

 
250 

 

4.4 S-N-curve and Load spectrum 
A fabricated S-N-curve of a fillet weld was used for the fatigue analysis, the stress ratio was equal to 

zero where only HCF (above 104 cycles) was considered. The amplitude stress plotted in Figure 29 is 

equal to half the stress range. The FAT-value was FAT = 46.3 MPa and the slope m was equal to 4.93, 

note that IIW utilize stress range in their convention of S-N-curves for welded joints. 

 

 
Figure 29. S-N-curve for a fillet weld which only consider HCF. 

 
Fatigue analysis was made for the variable amplitude spectra defined in Table 5 and Table 6.  
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Table 5. Amplitude spectrum for the cumulative fatigue analysis. 
Cycles 𝑛/ Min through Max peak 
1000 -5.0 10.0 
300000 -5.0 10.0 
5000 -3.0 3.0 
2000 -3.0 6.0 
20000 -3.0 10.0 
200000 -1 3.0 
100000 0.0 6.0 

 
Table 6. Amplitude spectrum for the pressure load. 
Cycles 𝑛/ Min through (kPa) Max peak (kPa) 
10000 0.0 200.0 
5000 0.0 250.0 
30000 50.0 200.0 
15000 50.0 250.0 
50000 100.0 200.0 
50000 150.0 250.0 
100000 100.0 150.0 
80000 150.0 200.0 
60000 200.0 250.0 

 

The stresses of a defined load spectrum in Table 5 can calculated from scaling the Hot Spot stress, 𝜎"#, 

by the largest value of the max peak value column. All other stresses are then multiplied with this max 

fatigue stress. Thus the max fatigue stress can be calculated as  

 𝜎5*-6 =
𝜎"#

max	(𝑀𝑎𝑥5*-6r, … ,𝑀𝑎𝑥5*-6à)	
, (18) 

 
and the max and min stress fatigue stress for the first row in Table 5 can be calculated as  
 

 𝜎)-4r = 	𝑀𝑎𝑥5*-6r ∙ 	𝜎5*-6 = 10.0	 ∙ 	𝜎5*-6 (19) 

 𝜎)/$r = 	𝑀𝑖𝑛&",%A0"r ∙ 	𝜎5*-6 = −5.0	 ∙ 	𝜎5*-6. (20) 

 
The stresses are derived for the pressure spectrum by scaling the Hot Spot derived stress from pressure 

load only. 

 
The total cumulative damage was summarised separately for the load spectrum and pressure spectrum, 

hence 

 𝐶 = 	𝐶1%-.	#5*'&,A) +	𝐶5,*##A,*	#5*'&,A). (21) 
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4.5 Mesh convergence study  
A mesh convergence study was performed on a test Model 1 with the height of the Brace 3 mm longer 

than the other T-joint. This was made in order to have a mesh size that was not too coarse and that gave 

the best compromise between mesh independency and computational time. The boundary conditions 

and load Case 3 described in chapter 4.3 on page 24 were used in the study. Two different shell element 

types were utilised in the convergence analysis, S4R and S8R. 

 
Figure 30. Mesh convergence study for element S4R and S8R. 

 

The mesh convergence study, Figure 30, shows that a mesh size at -&
K
≈ 0.46 with an element type S8R 

is sufficient when it comes to the compromise between mesh independency and computational time. 

This element size is smaller than the recommendation from DNV [5, p. 59]. The relative error for S8R 

shell element can be shown in Table 7 and for S4R given in Appendix, Table 15. 

 
Table 7. Relative error for element type S8R. 
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4.6 Post processing 
In this section, a brief description of the settings used in HyperView will follow where a detailed 

explanation can be found in Appendix 9.4. 

 
The first principal nodal stresses were extracted from the T-joint which later were imported into Matlab. 

The commands polyfit and polyval in Matlab were utilised to extrapolate a linear polynomial Hot Spot 

stress. The Nominal stress approach was evaluated along the pathways defined in Figure 31. When 

extracting the first principal stress along the Chord-Brace intersection the angle was defined according 

the same coordinate system as on top of the Brace. 

 

Figure 31. Pathways where the Nominal stress approach was evaluated. The circumferential Chord-
Brace intersection was defined according to the polar coordinate system on top of the Brace. 
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5 RESULTS 

5.1 Nominal stress approach 
Among the totally three shell element models and one solid element model that were studied with totally 

five different load cases, Model 1 and the Solid Model were evaluated with respect to Nominal stress 

approach for load Case 3, else shown in Figure 32. All four figures indicate there is no apparent Nominal 

stress for Model 1 or the Solid Model and thus, the stress fluctuation does not decay to a stable stress 

value which can be determined.  

 
Figure 32. First principal stress along the T-joint at the bottom, saddle to saddle and Chord on left and 

right side. 
 
The first principal stress was also plotted along the Chord-Brace intersection for Model 1 and the Solid 

Model and along the weld toe on the Chord, see Figure 33. The angle is defined according to chapter 

4.1 on page 21. 
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Figure 33.First principal stress along the T-joint, Chord-Brace intersection. 

 
The Solid Model’s response shows a maximum 110.8 MPa stress peak at 95° and the shell element 

Model 1 has a global maximum stress peak 127.7 MPa at	90°. However, the shell element Model 1 has 

a local stress peak at 102.5 MPa for	267.4°which does not correlate with the solid element model. Figure 

50 in Appendix visualise the global and local stress peaks for Model 1, compared with the solid element 

model which has one stress peak at the right saddle.  

 

Nominal stress approach results for Model 2 and 3 for load Case 3 can be found in Figure 51 and Figure 

52 in Appendix, page 51, as a comparison to the Solid Model and Model 1. Given the load cases and 

boundary conditions it was found not being adequate to evaluate a Nominal stress and thus, load Case 

1, 2, 4, and 5 were not analysed with respect to Nominal stress approach. 

 

Circumferential First principal stress in the Chord-Brace intersection for load Case 1 can be illustrated 

in Figure 34. Note that global maximum for all the shell element models cannot represent the response 

of the solid element model. For all the shell models the global maximum is located at 0° compared 

to	180° for the Solid Model.  
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Figure 34. Circumferential first principal stress for load Case 1. Only the solid element model yields a 
realistic value for the left crown, where the Shell element models have global maximum in the right 

crown. 
 
Complete figures of the first principal stress distribution of load Case 1 and 3 can be illustrated in 

Figure 35 and Figure 36, where M1 is Model 1, M2 is Model 2, M3 is Model 3, and S is the Solid Model. 

What can be noted in Figure 35, is the stress peaks on both sides of the Brace from the shell models. 

 
Figure 35. Result from load Case 1. Where M1 is Model 1, M2 is Model 2, M3 is Model 3 and S is the 

Solid Model. Two stress peaks can be found on the shell element models 
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Figure 36. Result from Case 3. Where M1 is Model 1, M2 is Model 2, M3 is Model 3 and S is the 

Solid Model. 

5.2 Structural Hot Spot stress approach 
 
Table 8 shows the extrapolated Hot Spot stress for the different models, Model 1, Model 2, Model 3, 

Solid Model, and finally the Analytical model. DNV’s recommendations of extrapolation points that is 

referred in chapter 3.2.1 on page 6 has been used.  

 

Model 1 extrapolated into the Brace and weld toe clearly both overestimate and underestimate the Hot 

Spot stress compared to the Solid Model. Model 2 with oblique shell elements extrapolated into the weld 

toe underestimate Solid Model for all load cases except pressure load. Model 3 extrapolated into the 

weld toe overestimate the Hot Spot stress for Case 3, 4 and 5, meanwhile underestimate for Case 1, 2. 

The analytical method with stress concentration factors can only be utilised for external load but clearly 

underestimate the stresses compared to the Solid Model.   
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Table 8. Hot Spot stress for all the shell and solid element models, using DNV’s recommendations 

using extrapolation points referred in chapter 3.2.1 on page 6. 

 
 
As a comparison, all the models are presented as a percentage of the Solid Model given in Table 9. 

Model 1 and Model 3 extrapolated into the Brace will have a conservative estimation. 

 
Table 9. Relative difference between the shell models and Solid Model. 

 
 
In order to visualise how the linearization into the weld toe and root in order to obtain the Hot Spot 

stress, all the Shell models and Solid Model for load Case 3 can be seen in Figure 37. 
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Figure 37. Extrapolation of Hot Spot Stress for shell and solid element models for load Case 3. 

5.3 Fatigue results 
The cumulative damage summation was only performed for Hot Spot stress obtained from Model 3, 

extrapolated into the weld toe, together with the solid element model. The total damage from external 

load and pressure was calculated separately (see chapter 4.4 page 25), which means load Case 4 had the 

largest Hot Spot stress together with the pressure Case 5. Three modifications of S-N-curves were 

performed with Equivalent Goodman, Basquin, and IIW extrapolation. As a comparison, the S-N-curve 

without modification was included in the fatigue analysis.  

 

The cumulative damage for Model 3 with load Case 4 is illustrated in Table 10. From the given Load 

spectrum in chapter 4.4, the cycles to failure can be calculated with respective modified and unmodified 

S-N-curve, where EG stands for Equivalent Goodman, BE stands for Basquin Extrapolation, IIW is the 

extrapolation according to IIW, and S-N-curve is without extrapolation. 

 

Calculating the total damage was addressed in chapter 3.3.6 page 18. The obtained total damage is 

shown in the last row of Table 10, where the Basquin extrapolation is the most conservative and the 

Equivalent Goodman had the lowest total damage. 
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Table 10. Damage summation for load Case 4 for Model 3. Basquin extrapolation has the largest 
cumulative damage and Equivalent Goodman the lowest damage. 

 
 
The damage summation of the Solid Model for load Case 4, with extrapolation of Hot Spot stress into 

the weld toe, is given in Table 11. The calculated cycles to failure for each modification of S-N-curve 

yielded a different result from Model 3. The Total damage from the last row imply Basquin extrapolation 

has the most conservative estimation, meanwhile the S-N-curve estimated the lowest total damage. 

  

Table 11. Damage summation for load Case 4 for the Solid Model. Basquin extrapolation had the 
largest damage summation and the unmodified S-N-curve had the lowest damage. 

 
 
The Total damage for pressure load Case 5, for Model 3 is presented in the same way in Table 12. The 

stress amplitude was so small, that the unmodified S-N-curve had no damage and Equivalent Goodman, 

Basquin and IIW had a very small impact on the total damage. Total damage from Hot Spot stress for 

the Solid Model, with load Case 5 was so small it is negligible and hence, not presented.  
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Table 12. Damage summation for load Case 5 for Model 3. Unmodified S-N-curve gave no damage 
meanwhile Basquin extrapolation predicted the largest damage. 

 
 
The total damage from external and pressure load Case 4 and Case 5 for Model 3 is presented in Table 

13. 

 
Table 13. Result of total damage of Model 3 for load Case 4 and Case 5. 

Total damage 
S-N-curve 0.0654 
EG 0.0501 
BE 0.0682 
IIW 0.0656 

 
Table 14 shows the total damage of the Solid Model, load Case 4, where the damage due to pressure 

was negligible. 

 
Table 14.Result of total damage of the Solid Model for load Case 4, only load in y-direction. 

Total damage 
S-N-curve 0.0111 
EG 0.0256 
BE 0.0338 
IIW 0.0146 

 
 
To benchmark each modification of S-N-curve the total damage was plotted as a function of Hot Spot 

stress. The result can be illustrated in Figure 38, where Basquin Extrapolation always has the most 

conservative estimation. The Equivalent Goodman has a slower cumulative trend than the Basquin 

extrapolation, and thus, will always underestimate the Basquin extrapolation. 

 

For the unmodified S-N-curve and IIW extrapolation there is a discontinuous step at Hot Spot stress 112 

MPa, which of course is not physical. The knee-point at 107 cycles yield, either zero damage under the 

knee point, or small cumulative damage. When the amplitude stress is above the knee point the 

cumulative damage grow equally fast for each S-N-curve.  
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Figure 38. Total cumulate damage as function of Hot Spot stress for four different damage models. 

Basquin extrapolation has the largest cumulative damage meanwhile the other models have different 
intervals of damage growth. 
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6 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

6.1 Static 
Hot Spot and Nominal stress approaches were utilised to calculate the static stress for five different load 

cases on four different FE-models. The objective of this thesis was to acquire and assess an efficient 

shell element method which had the accuracy of a solid element model, but still being sufficient 

conservative, along with the recommended weld analyses methods such as Hot Spot and Nominal stress 

approach. 

 

Multiaxial fatigue analysis was neglected, even though it is known that multiaxial stresses are present 

due to the complex geometry. In welded joints the first principal stress is often of first choice to correctly 

account for the evolution of opening of cracks. IIW recommend using first principal stress perpendicular 

to the weld toe, or within ±60° the normal of the toe. This thesis assumed the first principal stress was 

perpendicular to the weld to simplify the calculation of the Hot Spot stress, but also to make it more 

conservative. 

 

The elements chosen for the shell and solid analyses were S8R and C3D20R respectively, where both 

are second order elements which is recommended by DNV and WEF due to the stress gradients at the 

weld toe. The element size for all models were chosen as 𝑎𝑡/2	which is half the size of DNV’s 

recommendations, the relative error of the test model was 0.6 % in the mesh convergence analysis of a 

shell element model. No convergence study was performed with Solid elements. 

 

The Nominal stress approach is not a recommended method to evaluate the static stress on the welded 

T-joint since there was no adequate way of determining the nominal stress, see Figure 32. WEF 

recommends that, if the nominal stress is not feasible approach, the Hot Spot approach should be used 

[1, p. 41]. For another type of joint, the Nominal stress approach might have been a better method, 

compared to the Hot Spot approach.  

 

Given the result in Table 8, Model 1 and 2 underestimate the Hot Spot stress by extrapolating into the 

weld toe compared to the Solid Model. However, by extrapolating the Hot Spot stress into the root of 

Model 1 and Model 3, the stresses obtained overestimate the Solid Model’s Hot Spot stress. Model 3 

utilise thickness correction to account for the extra stiffness which overestimate the stress for load case 

3, 4 and 5 with 3%, 15 % and 224 %, at the weld toe, however combining external load and pressure for 

load case 1 and load case 2 underestimate the Hot Spot stress at the weld toe. By comparing the 

workload, Model 3 is efficient but may be non-conservative by extrapolate into the weld toe with 

pressure and external load present. In order to always receive a conservative approach it is recommended 

to extrapolate into the weld root to evaluate thin-walled tubular welded joints. 
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In this thesis only linear extrapolation was evaluated, however, for high stress gradients WEF 

recommend utilising second order polynomial which overestimate the Hot Spot stress more than 

linearization [1, p. 127]. Since the objective of this thesis is to evaluate different models’ performance 

and comparing them to each other, the degree of polynomial for extrapolation has not been addressed.  

 

Three shell models and one Solid Model were evaluated. WEF has a broad description of different 

modelling techniques for shell models which include rigid couplings and modifications of elements. The 

shell models chosen for this thesis were chosen since they have less workload together with 

recommendations of overall performance from WEF.  

 

For tubular geometries DNV recommended eight different positions to evaluate the Hot Spot stress, 

positions located in the saddle and crown positions on the Chord and Brace. The load cases chosen had 

the maximum Hot Spot stress in DNV’s recommended positions, however, the nature of loads may cause 

maximum Hot Spot stresses to occur on other spots along the Chord-Brace intersection, see Figure 33 

and Figure 34. It is recommended to plot the maximum principal stress along the Chord-Brace 

intersection before extrapolating the Hot Spot stress to make sure the max value is found.   

 

Shell element models had a completely different behaviour where stress peaks could be observed on 

both sides of Brace, see Figure 32 and Figure 33, compared with the Solid Model. A theory of this 

phenomenon is that either the shell element introduces bending stress due to the nodes’ coupling at the 

Chord-Brace intersection, or that the shell element’s degree of freedom cannot represent the behaviour 

of the T-joint. Maybe it is not adequate to evaluate the stresses at this local area, in which the strain and 

displacement represent the behaviour better. Another theory is the nature of the boundary conditions 

which might introduce high tensile stresses at the Chord-Brace intersection. 

 

The Analytical Model for Hot Spot stress by stress concentration factors given in Table 8 clearly 

underestimate the stresses calculated at the weld toe of Solid Model. Hence, Hot Spot stress by 

concentration factors has an advantage of being standardised into element cases. If a rough estimation 

of the stress concentration factors is to be sought, the method is applicable. What has to be noted is that 

𝛼 = 3.25 for the T-joint is slightly less than 4 and thus, the actual geometry was outside the validity 

range according to Table 2. However, the model does not incorporate pressure loads, which is one of its 

limitations. If pressure loads exist, superposition of stresses is possible, which was not considered in 

this thesis. 
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6.2 Fatigue 
The load spectrum in the fatigue analysis were assumed to only include positive mean stresses. Thus, if 

negative mean stress is present an alternative modification of the S-N-curve has to be incorporated into 

the Equivalent Goodman mean stress method, which is out of scope for this thesis. The S-N-curved used 

in this thesis was a fillet-weld with stress ration R = 0, it still unsure how it correlates with a S-N-curve 

of a T-joint since a T-joint has a 45° fillet-weld at crown position and moving towards a butt-weld in 

saddle position, if this might affect the fatigue life is left out.      

 

In the fatigue analysis, three methods for correction for mean stress and crack growth below the 

endurance limit were tested. The Equivalent Goodman model utilise mean stress correction by 

calculating an equivalent stress amplitude with aid of the Goodman relation, explained in chapter 3.3.5 

on page 17. The advantage of the Equivalent Goodman model is that it can be utilised for stress ratios 

other than 𝑅 ≠ −1 to calculate an equivalent amplitude stress for R = −1. It also incorporates cumulative 

damage below the endurance limit. What has to be noted is that, the S-N-curve used has a stress ratio of 

R = 0, which yields a more conservative result than for R = −1, see chapter 3.3.4 page 15. Equivalent 

Goodman model can also be modified by either incorporate a Gerber or Soderberg relation instead of 

the Goodman relation, if the material seems to follow these models.   

 

According to chapter 3.3 page 9, cracks may still grow underneath the endurance limit in welded joints. 

IIW and Fatigue of structures and materials recommends in case of variable amplitude loading, to 

extrapolate the S-N-curve below the endurance limit. However, the methods do not address whether 

mean stress fluctuation is incorporated into these methods, in difference from the Equivalent Goodman 

which also account for mean stress correction. The Basquin extrapolation is the most conservative model 

which also yields the largest total damage. IIW recommend a shallower slope than the Basquin (2𝑘	 −

1) that will both underestimate and overestimate the total damage compared to Equivalent Goodman. 

As a comparison, from a large number of variable amplitude tests, the average total ( 𝑛/𝑁)-é*,-0* 

damage for Basquin extrapolation was equal to 1.2, and 99% of the total number of test specimens had 

a total damage larger than 0.35. The extrapolation model should thus, only be used together with safety 

factors because of its rough estimate [14, p. 551]. IIW argues that for variable amplitude loading with 

high mean stresses, the damage sum at failure could possibly be as low as C = 0.2 for welded joints [15, 

p. 110]. 

 

In chapter 3.3.3 page 13, a survey of fatigue experiments for thin-welded joints is provided. The articles 

suggested that non-conservative assessment for both steel and aluminium may be found for cycles < 

106, by following IIW FAT-classes. In order to account for a non-conservative assessment, it is suggested 

to utilise the Basquin extrapolation which is the most conservative method. It is also recommended to 
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extrapolate into the weld root when calculating the Hot Spot stresses since a small Hot Spot stress can 

lead to a non-conservative assessment.  

 

The discontinuous lines by S-N-curve and IIW extrapolation in Figure 38, is caused by the load spectrum 

which is dependent on the static stress. At the Hot Spot stress, 𝜎"# = 112	MPa, the calculated fatigue 

amplitude stresses for the whole spectrum are all larger than the endurance limit which give a step in 

the damage summation. In reality, this is of course not plausible but maybe with a smoother transition, 

which shows the weakness of the models.  

 

To implement this methodology, it is strongly suggested to utilise safety factors both in static and 

fatigue. As mentioned, Palmgren-Miner has its limitation of giving inaccurate results, and the engineer 

must use these models with caution. 
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7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The most important conclusions in this thesis are: 

• Hot Spot stress approach is recommended for a thin-walled welded tubular T-joint. 

• Shell element model with thickness correction (Model 3), extrapolated into the weld toe or 

weld root as an efficient and conservative method. 

• Maximum principal stress should be plotted around the weld toe or Chord-Brace intersection 

to make sure the largest stress is found, before extrapolating the Hot Spot stress. 

• For cumulative damage summation, it is recommended to utilise Basquin extrapolation model 

to account for non-conservatism in the S-N-curves for thin sheet thicknesses. 

 

From what has been analysed in this Master thesis, there are still some points that have been left out. 

The Hot Spot stress was only evaluated for one type of welded joint. Nominal stress approach might be 

more applicable for other types of welded joints than the T-Joint analysed in this thesis. The first 

principal stress was chosen without considering if its direction was perpendicular to the weld, in this 

case the assumption is more conservative but leave out ‘how much’ of a difference. By discussion the 

extrapolation of the Hot Spot stress, might raise doubts of what polynomial degree should be 

interpolated. 

It is still uncertain how well the models describe the real application, fatigue tests should be 

conducted in order to verify how well it correlate with theories before implementing the methodology. 
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9 APPENDIX 
 

9.1 Meshing 
 Model 1 

Starting from a three-dimensional base model, a midsurface was extracted through the command auto 

midsurface. In order to get a finer mesh around the weld zone the midsurface was discretised with the 

command Surface edit. The distances from the intersection between the Brace and the Chord, was 

chosen to be 3 𝑡 ∙ 𝑎 and	6 𝑡 ∙ 𝑎, see Error! Reference source not found..  

  
The length of the first zone A1 was set in order to get a sufficient fine mesh around the weld, hence the 

Hot Spot stress was evaluated 0.4t and 1.0t from the weld root and weld toe, which guarantee 

recommendations from DNV, [5, p. 58], and WEF, [1, p. 97], are fulfilled about mesh size which means 

a coarser mesh may be used on the tube.   

 
Figure 39. Discretation of the midsurface. 

 

In the area A1 the element size was chosen to be		 &∙-
K

  with mesh type quads only, on the basis of 

recommendations from DNV [5, p. 59] and a mesh convergence study done in section 4.5. The element 

type used was S8R – a second order, eight-node shell element applicable for high stress gradients [1, p. 

100]. In area A2 the element size was chosen to be	 𝑡 ∙ 𝑎, and element type was S8R with the mesh type 

quads only. The element size in the other areas was chosen to be	 𝑡 ∙ 𝑎. In order to get a god transition 
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between all the areas, the box link opposite edges with AR< was ticked. In the area adjacent to A2 at the 

Chord the mesh style was map as pentagon to get a clean mesh.  

 Model 2 
For this model, an oblique shell element is modeled to account for the stiffness due to the weld. Before 

starting with the meshing of the model, the oblique shell element was introduced in the A1 zones on the 

Brace and on the Chord, see Figure 41. The element size for the oblique shell elements was chosen to 

be		 &∙-
K

 with mesh type quads only and element type S8R. The meshing of the remaining sections of the 

T-joint, is done using previous steps in section 9.1.1. 

  
Figure 41. Oblique shell element, Model 2. 

Figure 40. Mesh of Model 1. 
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 Model 3 
For this model, a thickness correction will be modeled at the weld area to account for the stiffness due 

to the weld, see Figure 42. The meshing is done by the steps provided in section 9.1.1, here after the 

thickness correction is done by assign the elements inside the welded zone to a new component. 

Thereafter a new property was assigned with a new thickness in the weld area to be 𝑡 + 𝑎.  

 

 
Figure 42. Thickness correction at the weld area (green). 

 Solid elements 
The solid was discretised into three components; top, the weld and bottom part through the commands 

Solid edit - trim with lines and trim with plane/surf, which is illustrated in Figure 43. By discretising 

the geometry into fewer parts and separately meshing each of them, more control of the meshing for the 

solid is obtained. 

 

 
Figure 43. The geometry was discretised into small parts in order to control the mesh. 

 
Each part was meshed with two dimensional automesh with quads only. The mesh size was set to 𝑎𝑡/2 

where map size and skew were ticked together with link opposite edges with AR<.  
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Each part of the component was meshed on their surfaces, which worked as a guide for the three 

dimensional mesh shown in Figure 44. 

 

 
Figure 44. Illustrative figure for the component’s 2D mesh along surfaces, for extract a 3D mesh. Two 

elements in the thickness. 
 
The three dimensional mesh was extracted through the command solid map in which the general setting 

was applied. Elements to drag, destination geometry, and along geometry: mixed were chosen to obtain 

a fine hexahedra mesh throughout the thickness. The element type was chosen to second order 20-node 

C3D20R, a general purpose quadratic brick element, which is suitable for linear elastic calculations. 

Another advantage is the location of the elements integration points which are appropriate for stress 

concentration factors at the surface. However, it has to be noted that the element has a weakness 

regarding nonlinear calculations where the element may not exhibit large plastic strain or high values of 

Poisson’s coefficient [22]. 

Three elements were chosen in the thickness direction which is shown in Figure 45; a cut through the 

mesh. Since the parts were meshed separately the tool faces was utilised together with equivalence to 

couple the parts nodes components together. 
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Figure 45. Three dimensional hexagonal mesh of the T-joint. 

 
Figure 46. A zooming of previous Figure 45, illustrating a meshing of the weld.  

 

9.2 Boundary conditions 
The command rigid creates a rigid link element between all the nodes on the circumferential edge, see 

Figure 47. 
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Figure 47. Kinematic coupling for boundary condition on the left end of the Chord for shell elements. 

 
A kinematic coupling was applied between all the nodes on the top of the Brace, by using the command 

rbe3. Each load, FX and FY, was applied on the centre node of the coupling, distributing them to each 

node through the coupling, see Figure 48. The inner pressure was distributed on all the elements by 

creating an element set. Five load cases were analysed, see Table 4. 

 

 
Figure 48. Load directions on the T-joints 

 
The plug load for the T-joint was not included in the static analysis, which is a reaction load that is 

caused by the pressure inside the tube, see Figure 48. 
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9.3 Mesh convergence 
 

Result of Mesh convergence for Element type S4R given in Table 15. 

Table 15. Relative error for element type S4R. 

 
 

9.4 Post processing 
Starting with the model, the result type was chosen to be S-Stress components (s) and the stress to be 

evaluated was Max Principal, here the Use corner data was ticked and the averaging method was set 

to Simple. The Measures tool was used in order to extract the stresses on the surface of the T-joint, see 

Figure 49.  

The technique of collecting the stresses was Node Path, choosing two or more nodes on the desired 

location of the T-joint, to draw a path between them and to create the stress curve by clicking Create 

Curves.  

 
The extracted node stress data was imported to Matlab for plotting, a script was created and a polynomial 

was interpolated from the data values with the command polyfit. The extrapolation points of interest 

described earlier in chapter 3.2.1 page 6, are determined with the command polyval, after obtaining the 

extrapolation points another linear polynomial was fitted between these points and the Hot Spot stress 

was extrapolated into the weld toe or into the Brace.  
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Figure 49. Illustration of extracting data, using Measures tool and Node Path. 

9.5 Result Nominal Stress approach 
Shell Element Model 1 for load Case 3 given in Figure 50 indicate a global and local stress peak. 

 

 
Figure 50. First principal stress for Model 1 and Solid Model, load Case 3 for right and left saddle. 

 
First principal stress extracted along the pathways defined in chapter 4.6 page 28 for Shell Element 

Model 2 and Model 3 are illustrated in Figure 51 and Figure 52.  
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Figure 51. First principal stress plotted along the pathway defined in chapter 4.6 on page 28. 

 
Figure 52. First principal stress plotted along the Chord-Brace intersection for Shell Element Model 2 

and 3.  
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